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INVESTING DESTINY
Monthly Review
Chinese 8th Month (7 Sep to 5 Oct)
I'm so glad that Chinese 7th month is ending.
In my last review, I shared that Chinese 7th month is a month
with " sensitive star + challenging energy". If it hits into your
Self or Mindset box, destiny may lead events into your life and
want to trigger your emotions.
It sits in my Self box, I was mentally prepared, and yet destiny
still caught me off guard. For the first time, COVID became so
real to me, my good friend and the whole family tested
positive, in 20 days, the father passed away. I was affected
because I saw (and we saw) the challenging energy, in the 7th
month and 2021, reminded and took precautions, but yet we
cannot see and stop COVID.
We cannot stop challenging energy coming from COVID, but
we must believe we can avoid challenging energy coming
towards our investment and wealth. We can do our best and
avoid challenging investing years and months. Look out for
years and months with good money stars and positive energy.

Looking forward for the second half of 2021.
A reminder again, that Investing Destiny energy is a personal
one, everyone has their own destiny energy, based on their
own Zi Wei Dou Shu destiny chart, own character, mindset
and actions. So, nobody can ride on someone's good Investing
Destiny energy. Universe always rewards according to one's
efforts. Employee clocks in 8 hours of work per day (20 days a
month) to get a monthly pay. Salesman puts in hours of hard
work to get a good commission. Businessman invested great
effort and time to achieve great returns. And yet most
investors want to achieve 20 to 50% return by putting less
than an hour a day doing research and understand the market
and their investments. That's why most investors lose money.

太阴禄

Chinese 8th month,
, "money star + good $ element",
some good energy is arriving. If it enters into your money box,
watch and learn, see any positive actions happen to your
stock(s).

财星撞

A month with money stars and good $ element (
) is a good month to spot good opportunity. For
example, my Chinese 6th month is a month with money
stars and good $ element (with no challenging energy at
all). No amazing return happens in the 6th month, but I
spot a new opportunity and took action.

到禄

This investment unexpectedly went up by 140% in these 2
days, it went up during the 7th month. 7th month is a
challenging month for me, but I took that action during 6th
month. The purpose for sharing this example is to let you
understand how to apply Investing Destiny concepts.
And, of course, always put effort to understand your
investment, choose the right timing to spot good opportunity.
(a note for investors who have "last 10 days good energy"
formation for 7th month, you should have noticed how market
volume is picking up in these 3 days, stocks hitting a one year
low is u-turning up, will it continue? check your own Investing
Destiny energy. Good luck for next 4 months)

⼋⽉ 整体财星太阴禄
九⽉ 整体贪狼禄
⼗⽉ 整体财星武曲禄
8th month - a month with Money star + $ element
9th month - a month with Unexpected money star + $ element
10th month - a month with Big money star + $ element

ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.
This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investors have your
own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what
works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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